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NEUTRINOS AND SOLAR MODELS�W.A. DziembowskiWarsaw University ObservatoryAl. Ujazdowskie 4, 00-478 Warszawaand Copernius Astronomial CenterBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived April 4, 2000)After summarizing priniples of solar model onstrution and presentingan updated predition for the neutrino ounting rates, I fous this reviewon the question of reliability of urrent models. Methods and results ofseismi sounding of the solar interior are presented in some detail. The re-sults on�rm the standard senario of the solar evolution. This onlusion,ombined with the evidenes for neutrino osillations, means the end ofastrophysial aspet of the solar neutrino problem. The models of the Suninterior remain important for interpretation of the data from the neutrinodetetors but the data annot be used to ontradit the models, not evento onstrain them.PACS numbers: 26.65.+t, 14.60.Pq1. IntrodutionMotivation for measuring solar neutrino �ux ame from the solar photonproblem, whih has been realized in the early 1920's, after the �rst datingof the terrestrial roks. The measured age of some 1.5 Gy implied that thegravitational and thermal energy ontent in the Sun aounted for only fewperent of the photon energy emitted during the earth life time. Alreadyin the �rst monograph on star internal struture sir Arthur Eddington [1℄put forward the hypothesis that the energy is liberated in the building uphelium nuleus from four protons as the most plausible solution. By theearly 1940's, mostly thanks to works of Hans Bethe [2℄ and his ollaborators,the main fusion reations leading to formation of helium nulei have beenknown. The whole physis essential for onstruting models of the Sun andother main sequene stars beome available. Measuring the solar neutrino�ux was oneived [3℄ as a ruial test of the stellar nuleosynthesis theory.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Neutrinos in Physis andAstrophysis, Craow, Poland, January 6�9, 2000.(1389)



1390 W.A. DziembowskiThe theory did not pass the test. The solar neutrino problem was bornto beame one of the longest and most widely publiized hallenges to thetheory of stellar interior struture.In 1969, shortly after the neutrino de�it has been established, Gribovand Ponteorvo [4℄ proposed the neutrino osillations as an explanation ofthe disrepany between the predition and measurements. This time, how-ever, the early good guess was pursuit by many. During subsequent yearsthe main e�orts in resolving the disrepany foused on revising preditionsfrom solar models. Bahall in Neutrino Astrophysis [5℄ gives a omprehen-sive survey of the works done in this �eld up to 1989. He lists, in partiular,various nonstandard solar models whih yielded neutrino rates onsistentwith observation but were not onstruted aording to the standard stellarevolution theory.Fortunately, the failure to explain the measured neutrino �ux did notstop the development of the theory of stellar evolution. Soon after Bahall'smonograph has been published, the ruial piees of evidene regarding na-ture of the solution to the solar neutrino problem beame available. We nowhave a strong arguments that the stellar evolution theory, in its standardversion, desribes the Sun's interior with a very high preision.This main message of this review is that the solar model is the mostreliable ingredient in interpretation of the experimental data. In greaterdetail I will disuss this message in the last setion. Before, in Setion 2,I summarize methodology of solar model onstrution and preditions ofneutrino �uxes for various detetors, whih are now in operation. In Setion3, I explain priniples of seismi sounding of the Sun's interior and presentthe results.2. Neutrino �uxes from standard solar modelswith the standard eletro-weak interation theoryCalulations of the �e prodution rate in the Sun are based on two,largely independent, ingredients, the solar model and nulear reation ross-setions. The model yields thermodynamial parameters and hemial el-ement abundanes as funtions of distane from the enter of the Sun. Asigni�ant ontribution to photon and neutrino �uxes arises only in the in-ner part of the model, alled the ore. The 99 perent of the photon �uxis produed in the region extending to 25 perent of the solar radius andenompassing about 50 perent of the solar mass. Prodution of high en-ergy neutrinos is on�ned to a still smaller entral region of the Sun. Onlysome of the ross-setions are important for alulating models and the theirunertainty is only weakly re�eted in the model. On the other hand, foralulating the neutrino �uxes, aurate the nulear data are essential. A-ordingly, the astrophysial and nulear physis aspets of the problem maybe regarded as separate.



Neutrinos and Solar Models 13912.1. Standard solar modelThe priniples of onstruting the standard solar model (SSM) has nothanged sine 1963, when it was introdued [6℄ for the evaluation the ex-peted neutrino apture rate for the hlorine detetor. The model was al-ulated with the use of the most advaned stellar physis of the time andthe solar data from observations.The main assumptions behind the onstrution of SSM are those of thestandard stellar evolution theory. These assumptions are(a) hydrostati equilibrium with only gravity and pressure fores inluded,(b) mass onservation,() omplete mixing of hemial elements within zones unstable to on-vetion and no mixing outside them.In the solar ase (a) yields an exellent approximation as on�rmed bymeans of helioseismi sounding. However, in the early years of the solar neu-trino problem, models with rapidly rotating and/or strongly magnetized orewere ontemplated. Departures from (b) due to the mass loss from the Sunat the urrent rate are totally negligible. The e�ets of muh more intensemass loss in the young Sun are largely erased in the subsequent evolution.Questioning () used to be the most popular proposal for astrophysial so-lution of the neutrino problem. The results of helioseismi sounding, whihI disuss in Setion 3.3, rule out the mixing element in the ore on the saleleading to a signi�ant hange in the neutrino �ux predition. However, thesame results indiate that some mixing beneath the solar onvetive layertook plae. Related to element mixing is the e�et of gravitational settlingof hemial elements heavier than hydrogen. This subtle e�et, whih isa relatively reent innovation in SSM [7℄, has a notieable impat on thepredited neutrino ounting rates.Constrution of stellar models requires mirosopi physial data onnulear ross-setion, equation-of-state, photon absorption and sattering(opaity), and di�usion. The improvement in auray of these data on-tinues. The most important reent revision onerned the opaity data [8℄.It had some signi�ane for the neutrino �ux predition. There has been areent e�ort in assessing preision of the nulear reation data [9℄.The observational data on the Sun used for onstruting its model aremass, radius, total photon �ux, the heavy elements to hydrogen abundaneratio in the atmosphere, and the age whih is assumed equal to the age ofthe oldest meteorites. Of these parameters, the most unertain are the ele-ment abundanes and only this unertainty really matters for the alulatedneutrino �uxes. The atmospheri helium abundane annot be determinedaurately enough by means of spetrosopy. Hene it is an output ratherthan an input parameter of the SSM.



1392 W.A. Dziembowski2.2. Calulated neutrino �uxesIn Table I, I quote after Bahall et al. [10℄ the neutrino �uxes fromindividual reations in the solar ore as well as the total ounting rates forthe hlorine and gallium detetors. The 1� ranges re�et unertainties fromall soures ombined quadratially. The nulear reation data ontributeabout 80 perent of the unertainties listed in the table. Only the remainingsmall part is attributed to SSM. TABLE ICalulated neutrino from SSM [10℄Reation E� Flux Cl Ga(or deay) [MeV℄ [1010 m�2s�1℄ [SNU℄ [SNU℄1H+ 1H � 0:42 5:94 � (1:0+0:01�0:01) 0.0 69.61H+ 1H+ e� 1:42 1:39 � 10�2 � (1:0+0:01�0:01) 0.2 2.87Be + e� 0.86 or (10%) 0.38 5:15 � 10�4 � (1:0+0:09�0:09) 5.9 12.48B � 14:02 4:80 � 10�1 � (1:0+0:19�0:14) 1.15 34.43He + 1H � 18:8 2:1� 10�2 0.0 0.013N � 1:20 6:05 � 10�2 � (1:0+0:19�0:13) 0.1 3.515O � 1:73 5:32 � 10�1 � (1:0+0:22�0:15) 0.4 6.017F � 1:74 6:33 � 10�4 � (1:0+0:12�0:11) 0.0 0.1Total 7:7+1:2�1:0 129+8�6This is not really a new situation. In fat, improvements in solar modelsplayed a relatively small role in the evolution of the alulated neutrinoapture rates. In �gures 2.1 and 10.1 of his monograph, Bahall [5℄ plotsas a funtion of time the apture rates for the Homestake detetor fromstandard solar models alulated by him with various ollaborators. The plotovers the 1963�1988 interval. The extension to 1998 is plotted in his reentpaper [11℄. Only in the �rst �ve years do we see large variations but theyare not due to the hanges in solar models. The fator �ve derease between1964 and 1968 is primarily due to a derease of the 3He+ 3He ross-setion,S33. This reation ompetes with 3He + 4He, whih ultimately leads to theprodution of the neutrinos detetable at Homestake. A possibility that theross-setion for the former reation ould be redued even further due to ahypothetial low-energy resonane has been onsidered as possible nulearphysis solution of the solar neutrino problem [12℄, but the measurements[13℄ put the end to this possibility.Still, the values of S33 and S34 remain important ontributors to theunertainty of the alulated �uxes. The main ontributor is the S17 valuefor the 7Be + 1H reation, whih plays a negligible role in the solar energyprodution and hene in modeling the Sun. The remaining unertainties in



Neutrinos and Solar Models 1393the S33 and S34 values are also of negligible onsequenes for the model.A 10% inrease in S33 or a 5% derease in S34, whih are equivalent, lead� in the enter of the solar model � to a temperature lower by 0.005%and a hydrogen abundane higher by 0.08%. The latter inrease is easyto understand. With the age and the photon �ux onstraints, the lowerneutrino losses imply more eonomial use of the hydrogen fuel.The only neutrino produing reation with no unertainties assigned is3He + 1H. The reoil eletron spetrum measured in the Superkamiokandeexperiment, showing the exess in the highest energy region above the pre-dition, indiates that the ross-setion may be underestimated.The alulated value of the Cl apture rate, given in Table I, is �Cl =7:7+1:2�1:0 SNU, whih within the error agrees with the 1968 value. The verygood agreement results in part from a anellation of independent ontribu-tions. The value limbed up to nearly 10 SNU in a wake of improvementsin modeling the Sun. New opaities inreased �Cl by about 1 SNU andthe previously ignored e�et of hemial element settling by nearly 2 SNU.These inreases were, subsequently, nearly ompensated by hanges in theross-setion data and a derease in the atmospheri heavy element ontent.It seems highly unlikely that future improvements of SSM may lead tohanges in the alulated neutrino �uxes beyond the ranges listed in Table I.To see large hanges, one must depart from the standard stellar evolutiontheory. A number of departures have been suggested as astrophysial so-lutions to the neutrino problem. Their ommon part have always been alowering temperature in the solar ore, whih results in lowering the high-energy-neutrino prodution rate. In order to keep the photon �ux at theobserved value, the hydrogen ontent in the ore must be inreased. Themost plausible way of ahieving it, as I already mentioned, is allowing someform of mixing within the ore. The solar ore is not unstable to onve-tion. Other possibilities for generating a �uid motion within the ore havebeen onsidered. They are reviewed by Bahall [5℄. None of them are fullysatisfatory. Nulear-reation driven instability of ertain osillation modes[14℄ was perhaps the best proposal, but the resulting motion is very unlikelyto ause material mixing. Nonetheless, bearing in mind that a minute mi-rosopi veloities su�e to mix the material within the ore during Sun'slife-time, one annot rule out suh a possibility.Consider gas irulation with a typial veloity v. Taking for the oreradius r � 2 � 105 km and for the solar age �� = 4:5 Gy, we obtainv � 4 m/s as the minimum irulation required for mixing. Alternatively,we may onjeture a turbulene haraterized by a mean eddy veloity, vT ,and a mean free path , �T . Then, taking vT�T =3 as an estimate of the eddydi�usivity, we get vT = 12r=�T m/s as the minimum veloity, whih yieldsa number whih is perhaps an order of magnitude higher than the minimum



1394 W.A. Dziembowskiv but by some six orders of magnitude lower than the loal sound speed.This stringent upper limit for the �uid veloity is required to eliminate thepossibility of a mixed solar ore.Mirosopi di�usion veloity is by about an order of magnitude less thanv and their net e�et is a small enhanement of the abundane gradientresulting from hydrogen fusion.3. Helioseismi probing of the Sun's interior3.1. Solar osillationsDisovery of osillations in solar photosphere [15℄ and the showing thatthey manifest exitation of global osillation modes [16℄ opened a new pos-sibility of probing the Sun's interior by means of seismi sounding. Themodes deteted have frequenies in the 1�5 mHz interval and over a widerange of spherial harmoni degrees, beginning with ` = 0 (radial pulsation)up to ` � 104. Modes of degrees higher than, say, ` = 200 are not rele-vant for probing the interior. The deteted modes belong to two distinttypes: pressure modes (denoted pn, where n is the radial order), whih aretrapped aousti waves, and fundamental modes (denoted f or p0), whihare analogues of surfae water waves.Solar osillations are exited as an aousti noise by turbulent onve-tion. The site of exitation is loated near the surfae, where turbuleneis most vigorous. They are seen both in radial veloity and intensity �u-tuations. The amplitudes of individual modes are very low: � 10 m/s inradial veloity and � 10�6 in the relative intensity �utuations. Random�utuations due to turbulent onvetion are by �ve orders of magnitudelarger.The observables of our interest here are mode frequenies. They areshown in Fig. 1. The auray of these data is impressive. The errors hadto be multiplied by a fator of 103 to make the error bars visible. No othersolar data are measured with suh auray. What is shown in the �gure arefrequenies averaged over the 2` + 1 omponents within multiplets. Theseaverages yield a probe of the radial struture. The frequeny dependene onthe azimuthal order, m, is indued by rotation and aspheriity. The latterarises primarily from the magneti �eld and varies signi�antly in the ativityyle. It is always very small, whih provides an empirial justi�ation forthe neglet of other fores beyond gravity and pressure in modeling the Sun.The data plotted in Fig. 1 were obtained with two instruments (MDI[18℄ and GOLF[19℄) on board of SOHO spaeraft, whih began operationin April 1996. Exept for a few month brake in 1998 when the ontat withspaeraft was temporarily lost, the instruments ontinue operation to date.They follow seismi hanges in the Sun through its urrent high ativity



Neutrinos and Solar Models 1395phase. The �rst frequeny data suitable for deep sounding of the interiorbeame available by 1989 [19℄, in part prior to publiation. Their auraywas not as high as that of more reent data but in fat all most importantinferenes regarding the Sun were obtained from these early data.

Fig. 1. Measured frequenies of solar osillations are plotted against mode degree, `.Numbers at seleted branhes indiate mode radial order, n. The f-mode branhis denoted n = 0. The error bars orrespond to one standard deviations multipliedby 1000. 3.2. From p-mode frequenies to the internal strutureHaving onstruted solar model one may easily alulate frequenies ofits osillation in the adiabati approximation, whih onsists in ignoringradiative losses and interation with onvetion. Going beyond this approx-imation is di�ult and results are unreliable.In the upper panel of Fig. 2, I plot di�erenes between measured frequen-ies of p-modes shown in Fig. 1 and frequenies of the same modes alulatedin the adiabati approximation for the SSM onstruted by Sienkiewiz [20℄.The di�erenes are small but signi�ant at 10�100� level. At this stage,however, we do not know yet to what extent the di�erenes are due to truedi�erenes between the Sun and its model and to what extent they are dueto inadequaies of the adiabati approximation.Fortunately, the two ontributions may be disentangled beause we knowthat the approximation may be invalid only in a thin layer at the surfaeand there we may assume that radial dependene of mode eigenfuntion isindependent of `. Making use of this property we may express the smalldi�erenes in frequenies in the following form [21℄,



1396 W.A. Dziembowski

Fig. 2. (top) The relative di�erenes in frequenies between the Sun and its model.(bottom) The inferred relative di�erenes in u(r). Vertial error bars diretlyre�et 1� errors of the frequenies. Horizontal bars represent the full width athalf-maximum of the Gaussian-like averaging kernels.�Æ�� �i = R�Zr Ku;i Æuu dr + JiÆYe + Fsurf(�)Ii ; (1)where i � (`; n) is a mode identi�er; R� is solar radius; u(r) is a seletedstrutural parameter, whih we hoose to be u = P=� (pressure to densityratio); Ye is the mass frational abundane of helium in the outer part ofthe Sun whih is hemially homogeneous; Fsurf desribes the near surfaeinadequaies of the model; kernels Ku;i and the Ji and Ii (mode inertia)oe�ients are determined numerially from mode eigenfuntions in the ref-



Neutrinos and Solar Models 1397erene solar model. To obtain Eq. (1) we make use only of the hydrostatiequilibrium ondition and a thermodynamial expression for the adiabatiexponent  = (� lnP=� ln�)ad.The di�erenes ÆP and Æ� may be expressed in terms of Æu with simpleintegral relations, whih follow from the linearized hydrostati equilibriumondition. The term involving ÆYe arises from the derivative of  with re-spet of the helium abundane. It departs signi�antly from the ideal gasvalue 5=3 only in the outer layers, where hydrogen an helium are in thestate of partial ionization. This is why Y refers to the outer part of the Sunwhih is onvetive and hene mixed. This implies that we annot determinetemperature in the solar ore without additional onstraints. These are ther-mal balane, equilibrium abundane as well as the laws for opaity, nulearenergy generation and di�usion oe�ients. Without these onstraints weknow only the T=� ratio in the ore, where � is the mean moleular weight.Thus, the interpretation of Æu in the ore annot be not unique.The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the result of inversion of the frequenydi�erene displayed in the upper panel. An optimal averaging method [22℄has been applied to the set of Eq. (1) for all 1945 p-modes in the data. Thesimultaneously inferred di�erene in the helium abundane is ÆYe = 0:006,with a tiny formal error. The main soure of unertainty, whih is di�ult toasses, is the (P; �; Y ) dependene. These results are from [20℄ but there areessentially equivalent results published reently [23, 24℄, whih were obtainedwith the use of di�erent solar models, with somewhat di�erent methods, andwith the use of the same or other ontemporaneous data sets. Ironially,somewhat smaller di�erenes were found [25℄ for a model [26℄ alulatedwith an earlier release of the opaity data from the same soure [8℄.3.3. DisussionThe di�erenes in the strutural parameters between the Sun and itsmodel are indeed quite small. Within hemially homogeneous envelope, r �0:72R�, where ÆT=T � Æu=u+0:75ÆYe, nearly all the di�erene arises frominadequaies in the treatment of the onvetive energy transport. Coolerouter envelope implies that the transport is more e�ient than assumed(note that the surfae temperature is onstrained by measurements). A moreadvaned treatment of onvetion than the one adopted in the solar modelpoints in the same diretion.The di�erenes in the non-onvetive interior may be explained by suit-able hanges in the opaity oe�ient whih are within the unertainty of itsalulation [27℄. The spike in Æu=u just below the onvetive zone may meanthat we missed an opaity soure in the model. Alternatively, it may meanthat there is mixing of hemial elements extending into the non-onvetive



1398 W.A. Dziembowskiinterior [25℄. The latter interpretation is supported by the small positivevalue of ÆYe. Larger mass in the outer mixed zone implies smaller dereaseof the relative helium abundane due to the gravitational settling. All suhhanges are far too small to in�uene signi�antly the alulated neutrino�uxes [24℄.When the frequeny inversion based on Eq. (1) was �rst applied morethan 10 years ago [21℄, the Sun-model di�erenes were muh larger. Theypointed to a need for augmented opaity in the model. After onsideringplausible pro�les for helium distribution in the ore the onlusion was madethat the results of helioseismi inversion exaerbate the solar neutrino prob-lem and that its solution must be found in the partile physis. Exept ofregions very lose to the enter (r � 0:05R�), the derease in the di�erenesis mostly due to the improvements in solar models, onsisting in the useof more advaned opaities and taking into aount gravitational elementsettling. The two improvements have a qualitatively similar e�et both onu and on the alulated neutrino �uxes. The remaining small di�erenes inu suggest a small inrease in the �uxes.The bottom line onlusion from helioseismi sounding is a support forthe standard model of the Sun. The only addition suggested � some elementmixing just beyond the onvetive envelope � is not unexpeted and in fathelps to explain the observed de�it of lithium in solar atmosphere relativeto meteorites [28℄. Suh a mixing has virtually no e�et on the strutureof deeper layers, where the slow gravitational settling goes undisturbed forbillions of years. The solar interior appears to be an unusually quiet plaeand indeed as simple as the simplest theory predits.4. The end of the solar neutrino problemThe evidene that the solar neutrino problem annot be solved by hang-ing model of the Sun's interior was available already in 1990s. It is not onlythe results of helioseismi sounding that e�etively ruled out suh a solutionbut, more importantly, a omparison of neutrino �ux measurements fromthe Chlorine and Kamiokande detetors. Suh a omparison, as Bahallend Bethe [29℄ �rst noted, rules out both the astrophysial and the nulearphysis solutions leaving neutrino mixing as the only possibility. This on-lusion got a further support with results from the Gallium detetors. Theurrent status of the solar neutrino problem is summarized in Table II. Theentries are based on numbers quoted after Bahall et al. [10℄, where thereferenes are given to original soures of the experimental data.The largest de�it in the ase of Homestake, implying virtually an ab-sene of the Be- and CNO-neutrinos, whih have intermediate energies,annot be explained without onversion of the �e to a non-detetable �a-



Neutrinos and Solar Models 1399TABLE IIDe�it of the neutrino ounting rates in the three types of detetorsDetetor Threshold Flux ratio�e [MeV℄ measured/preditedGALLEX & SAGE 0.233 MeV 0:56 � 0:05Homestake 0.814 MeV 0:33 � 0:03Kamiokande & SuperK. � 6 MeV 0:48 � 0:02vor. A lower temperature in the ore implies mainly the redution of theB-neutrino prodution rate. A lower value of the S3;4=S3;3 ratio implies asimilar redution fator for the Be- and B-neutrinos. Neutrino �avor mixingremains as the only possibility. Its ase has been strengthen by an indepen-dent evidene from Kamiokande data on the atmospheri neutrinos [30℄.The Sun is a powerful soure of low energy neutrinos whih annot bereplaed with atmospheri or man-made ones. However, in a sense the roleof astrophysis in interpretation of the solar experiment neutrino measure-ments ame to the end. I believe that models we have now will remain for along time su�iently aurate for alulation of the neutrino prodution rateas well as the MSW e�et. There is an unertainty in alulated �uxes dueto the data on nulear reation, in partiular that on the 3He + 1H fusion.Possible revisions, however, will have no impat for solar models and theassignment is for nulear physiists not for astrophysiists. Perhaps theironly role is just to remind that we have a reliable model of the Sun. Inter-pretation of the solar neutrino experiments without solar model [30℄ seemsto me an irrational exerise. Why should we disregard the best understoodand on�rmed part of physis?The goal of undertaking solar neutrino measurements was to test the hy-pothesis onerning the soure of the solar energy. It has been emphasizedthat the goal has been aomplished by the fat that solar neutrinos fromthe pp hain have been measured [31℄. I do not disagree. Indeed, the fatthat the high energy neutrinos have been deteted with the Kamiokandedetetors proves that the solar photon �ux is predominantly produed inthe pp hain. Neutrinos from the CNO yle are not detetable with thisdetetor. It is also true, however, that it would be di�ult to �nd an as-tronomer who had any doubts on this matter when the Kamiokande beameavailable. Helioseismi sounding was unquestionably muh more importantas an empirial test of the solar interior models. In ontrast, the bene�t forwhole siene from undertaking the solar neutrino measurements exeededexpetation. Astrophysiists may be proud of the fat that the solar modelthey provided was an essential ontribution to the disovery that neutrinoshave masses and may hange their �avors.
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